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ACTIVE TOYS = ACTIVE KIDS
Canadian kids spend less time outside than ever
before. Toys and gear that inspire play can help get
them out. We know that kids move more, sit less
and play longer when they’re outside. Give them
a present that gets them moving.

Our Active Toy Guide
is filled with gifts to
help kids of all ages
burn off steam, chart
an active outdoor
adventure or just
experience the joy
of movement.

The products described in
this guide can be found in
stores such as: Mastermind
Toys, Walmart, Canadian
Tire, Superstore, Toys ‘R’ Us,
Sport Chek and Chapters as
well as online at Amazon.ca,
Hearthsong.com, Indigo. ca.,
and ScholarsChoice.ca.

Physical
Literacy
Pick

RAISING ACTIVE KIDS

Look for this icon to
find toys that promote
physical literacy.

YOU GOT THIS!

Think all kids are born knowing how to run,
jump and throw? Think again. Physical literacy
is developing the skills, confidence and love of
movement we all need to be physically active for life.
Physical literacy doesn’t just happen. Here’s how
you can inspire kids who love to move:

What the heck is
physical literacy?
Learn more about
physical literacy and
how you can help inspire kids
who love to move.
Visit saskatchewan
inmotion.ca

1. Encourage your kids to try a variety of sports.
2. Introduce a range of organized and
unstructured activities.
3. M
 ake sure your kids are comfortable moving
on the ground, in the water, on snow and ice,
and in the air.
4. E
 ncourage plenty of free play
– especially outside!
Not just for athletes – Physically literate kids
are more successful in:
• sport (pick-up and organized)
• recreation (hiking, yoga)
• performing arts (dance, circus)
• daily activities (gardening, painting, climbing)
• work (firefighting, roofing, military)

PHYSICAL LITERACY – THE RESULTS ARE MOVING!
saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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LET’S
PLAY ball

NIGHTZONE:
LIGHT-UP FOOTBA

LL

Throw passes and score touchdowns
long after the sun goes down! Features
a centre band that lights up and a
textured surface for easy catching
and gripping. Available in tons of cool
colours! NightZone offers a smaller
sized ball for little hands and a larger
one for the big kids.

L
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FO O

OGOSPORT: OGODIS

K MAX

Catch, throw or bounce any ball up to 150 feet! The OgoDisk
can also be used as a highflying, easy to catch throwing
disk. Padded handle allows easy catching and gripping for
smaller hands. Use on land or in the water; it won’t sink!

PLAY IMPOSSIBLE
GAMEBALL
Brings digital action indoors and out with a variety of
free connected ball games you can play on your own
or with friends. Gameball is embedded with patentpending sensor technology that connects to the Play
Impossible app via Bluetooth.

T
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P
P
WHI

FAT BRAIN
TOYS: WHI
PPE

T

Lets you catch the ball with a net in a way that feels
like a baseball glove. The ball drops onto the track and
you’re ready to send it flying with a quick flick of your
wrist, much like a lacrosse stick! Play a simple game of
catch or see how far you can throw.

QB54
The ultimate tailgating, beach, backyard, family fun game.
Use football skills to score. Plays like Cornhole, but instead
of bean bags you throw and kick a football at targets built
into fully functioning camping chairs. Score by making
completions, touchdowns, interceptions, and even kicking
extra points!

QB54

GROW TO PRO
L
TRIPLE HIT BASEBAL

A hit with kids of all ages that adjusts to every skill level.
Beginners hit from the tee. When they’re ready, a simple
adjustment switches the battery-powered trainer to pop-up
pitch play! Pros learn to hit balls pitched to them from up to
10 feet away.

SEND THEM OUT

TO PLAY AND LEARN!

Kids who spend time outside are more active –
naturally! Sadly, that’s not a place they spend a lot
of time these days.
Running out of ideas? Shake things up a bit with our
virtual Idea Jar. Reach in and pull out some outdoor
fun. You might just find a new family favourite!

Simple, seasonal ideas
for outdoor fun:
• cardboard boxes
• fun on wheels
• yard games
• rainy and cold days

GO ON… SEND THEM OUT. YOU GOT THIS!
ideajar.saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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YARD

games
ON
P
D
R
A
Y
GIANT

G

The best giant pong game for all your entertaining needs! Includes 12
buckets and 2 heavy duty plastic balls that bounce, but don’t break.
Fill the buckets 1/4 full of water or sand to weigh them down and
you’re ready for hours of entertainment!

T
N
A
I
G

G O S P O RT S :
LADDER TOSS GAM
E

Casual fun at a great price with premium features
like simplified assembly, built-in score-trackers
and a convenient backpack style carrying case.

L
L
A
B
E
K
SPI
SPIKEBALL

Physical
Literacy
Pick

Play anywhere quickly and easily. Find two teams
of two and let the fun begin! There’s a 100%
chance this game gets you moving and a 75%
chance you’ll break a sweat (99% if you really
want to win).

This game is a hit! Anyone who plays it gets addicted.

J E N GA

GIANT JENG

A

The biggest authentic hardwood Jenga game
ever sold. Can stack to over 5 feet high in play!
Kit includes Jenga sports tournament charts
for competitive play and heavy duty carry bag
for easy storage and transport.

E
GIANT INFLATABL
BOWLING SET

Physical
Literacy
Pick

Bowl inside or out any time! All the fun of bowling
without the trip to the alley. Set up these giant inflatable
pins almost anywhere. Invent ingenious ways to throw,
kick or bowl them over. Hand-operated dual-action
pump makes ball and pin inflation extra easy.

YARDZEE & YARD
GIANT YARD DICE FARKLE
SET
All equipment included for Yardzee
& Yard Farkle. Includes 6 solid wood
jumbo dice, large reusable score cards,
bucket, lid and marker. Polished and
sealed to withstand the elements. Take
to the beach, pool, camping, picnic or
lake. Great for indoor and outdoor use!

GIANT KICK

C RO Q U E T S

Combines the fun of running and kicking a ball
with the added attraction of guiding it through
a course of wickets. Adjust wicket spacing to
make the course as hard or easy as you like.
Includes 2 balls, 7 wickets, 2 wooden poles
and hand pump.

ET

BOCCE BALL
Enjoy quintessential summer fun. One of the
oldest forms of lawn bowling. A relaxing yet
strategic game for players of all ages and
skill levels. From family time to socializing
with friends and neighbours, bocce ball has
a way of bringing people together.

BOCCE

saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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KAN JAM:
E
ULTIMATE DISC GAM

Physical
Literacy
Pick

The perfect game to play with buddies on the
beach or family in the backyard! Easy set up
and packing makes it a great camping and
tailgating game. Includes 2 portable official
goals, a custom-designed official KanJam
flying disc and instructions.

ULTIMATE

THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE ARE FREE
1. Cardboard boxes – They’re not just for cats,
kids love them too! Boxes make great fortbuilding material. Don’t forget the cardboard
tube swords.
2. Sticks & stones – They make great game
pieces, building material, swords, stepping
stones. Let your kids’ imagination be your
guide.
3. Mud, sand, water – Messy fun is the best kind!
Make mud pies, build sandcastles, create rivers
and dams or race twigs down the gutter.
4. Leaves – Gather leaves for a craft project, go
on a nature scavenger hunt or just rake them
up and dive in!
5. Snow – Dig it, roll it, pile it, throw it. Make a
snow maze – better yet, get the kids to make
one! The possibilities are endless.

Looking for more ideas?
• Get seasonal ideas for
outdoor fun in our
virtual Idea Jar at
ideajar.saskatchewan
inmotion.ca.
• Download the Push2Play
app from Saskatchewan
Blue Cross for over 100
free game ideas.

SWEET
ING:
HAUCK LIGHTN
PEDAL GO KART

rides

An authentic driving experience that lets you control
the pedal speed. Quick response and sharp handling
will excite young racers! Encourages physical
activity, builds strength, increases endurance and
improves co-ordination.

T
R
A
C
O
G

LED SKI SCOOTER

For kids and adults up to 220 lbs. One size fits all. Snowboard on
snow, grass, even sand dunes or scoot on flat, smooth surfaces such
as snow, sand, grass or carpet using one foot to push off the ground.

SCOOTER

FLEXIBLE FLYER INFLATABLE
SNOW TUBE

Slide with family and friends on this 2-person tube. Four handles
ensure both riders have a secure grip. Slick bottom surface
flies down hills and glides over the top of new snow instead of
‘digging in’ like many traditional sleds.

THE ORIGINAL
PLASMACAR
Hours of active fun riding around indoors and outdoors.
Teaches good hand-eye co-ordination and fluid movements.
A fun way for kids to get exercise while keeping engaged.

saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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SCOOTER

O
AVIGO: COMBAT SC

OTER

Cruising on a scooter has never been easier! No assembly
required. Pop it out the box and use the quick release pin to adjust.
Constructed with durable alloy for high strength and polyurethane
wheels for a smooth ride! Folds easily for storage or transport.

WHEELS
FAT BRAIN TOYS:
WALKING WHEEL
S

An exciting challenge in co-ordination and
balance. Get ready to walk ‘n roll! Work on
your co-ordination as you learn to smoothly
operate the walking wheels.

FAT BRAIN TOYS: SPOONER BOARD
Stand, sit, rock, spin, slide, tilt, flip, wobble. Simulate skateboarding,
surfing or snowboarding tricks and techniques with this amazing
balance board. Curved yet sturdy contour improves core strength and
stability, leg strength, balance, co-ordination, and gross-motor skills,
while kids have a blast boarding like the pros.

Physical
Literacy
Pick

GET THE KIDS MOVING
WITH PUSH2PLAY®
Visit push2play.ca today or download the
Push2Play ® iPhone app for more than
100 games in your pocket – anywhere, anytime!
Great games and rewards for active play.

T H R OW T H R OW B U R

RITO

Uno meets Nerf. What you get
when you cross a card game with
dodgeball. Collect matching sets of
cards faster than your opponents
while ducking, dodging and
throwing squishy airborne burritos.

FAMILY
GAME time

MAD MOVES
Dance like never before. Perform ballet like a T-rex, tap dance
like a cheerleader. Draw cards and spin the dial to find out how
you’ll dance. Plays music to help you find your groove! It’s not
about being a good dancer…it’s about having fun!
Physical
Literacy
Pick

YOGA

A
YOGA PRETZELS C

R D D EC K

Practice bending, twisting, breathing, relaxing and more with Yoga
Pretzels! Vibrant and colourful illustrated cards provide a healthy dose
of fun while teaching the basics of yoga to help your head and heart.

THE FLOOR IS LAVA
INTERACTIVE GAME
Turn any living room, backyard or floor into a lava jumping adventure
for kids and adults. The perfect game to get kids off the couch or
away from video games. Jump, leap and twist your way to safety using
colourful non-slip stepping stones.

LEARNING RESOURCES:
CROCODILE HOP
Hop into learning! This game gets kids up and moving their bodies
while challenging cognitive skills! This game is perfect to reinforce
learning while hopping, jumping, reaching and playing. Active play
gets muscles involved in the learning and movement.

saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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CLASSICS

3-FOOT
E
TRAMPOLIN

Easy to move so kids can bounce
wherever they like, whenever they
like! Provides hours of active,
bouncing fun. Improved folding
handle allows for easy storage.

FLYBAR FOAM
MASTER POGO STICK
Modern adaptation of a classic. A great introduction to pogo stick
jumping! Rugged metal frame is covered in precision-made foam,
replaceable non-slip foot pads, easy-grip handles, and rubber tip to
help you stay in control. Great exercise - without realizing it, you can
burn up to 600 calories in an hour!

POGO

BURLAP POTATO
SACK RACE

Active fun for groups of kids. Hold good old-fashioned
sack races at home, camp, and so many more places.
Sack races are an all-body workout, helping build
stamina, strength and balance. Includes 12 race sacks.

WO O D E N
TOBOGGAN

N
A
G
G
O
TOB

4 ft. toboggan with 6 slats.
48”x 14.25 x 9. Quality hand made
in Canada of Canadian hardwood.

TOYVELT: PUNCH
ING

BAG

Let off steam, strengthen your muscles, boost
confidence and improve hand-eye co-ordination.
Stand height is adjustable.

PODCAST

RAISING ACTIVE KIDS?
MOM2MOM CAN HELP!

FEATURE ARTICLES
TIPS & TOOLS

Moms Jana and Melissa talk about kids and
nature: why they need it and how we can make
sure they get it.
• why spending time in nature is important for
their families
• easy tips for starting to spend more time outside
• the important role grandparents can play
As educators, Jana and Melissa share their
thoughts on:
• how schools and communities can make it
easier for kids to spend time outside
• how parents can support outdoor classrooms
and other efforts to get kids outside at school

Download the episode for later or just click
“play” to listen online any time.
www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/mom2mom
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OUTDOOR

					 fun
RC E:
ADVENTURE FOER BALLS
REUSABLE WAT

Hurricane Water Balls take the mess and stress
out of the water balloon fight, leaving only fun! Self
sealing balls splash on contact up to 1,000 times.
Submerge the reusable balls in water and they’re
ready for use.

L AS E R

L AS E R X

SPARKY

Turn your backyard into a laser tag
arena! Sophisticated electronics and
optics give you pinpoint blasting
accuracy up to 200 feet! Vest tracks
hits. Options include team vs team
or free for all. All Laser X sets work
together. Play with one friend or the
whole neighborhood!

X BOW 3.0
U
A
F
:
Y
K
R
A
P
S
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R
MA
The best faux bow yet! Aim and fire foam tipped arrows over 100 feet!
Arrows fly at amazing speeds and are easy to launch. Durable, lightweight,
foam tip arrows are safe without compromising distance, power or fun!

BUMP ‘N BOUNCE BODY
BUMPERS
Perfect for hours of active, high-powered fun! Slip into the
inflatable body bumper suit and challenge a friend to some
fun and safe backyard belly-to-belly bumping fun! Can be
inflated with a manual or electric pump.

SLACKERS
NINJALINE

Physical
Literacy
Pick

Train like a Ninja! Intro kit’s 7 hanging obstacles
vary in skill level. Move them farther apart as you
improve. Change the order to create endless
patterns! Easy set up means you can take your
training with you to the park or a friend’s house.

SLACKERS SKATE SWING
Part skateboard and part swing. The wooden skateboard-like base has
a non-slip foam top. Wood hand holds are easily adjustable. Can be
attached to a healthy tree, play structure or slack line. Stand or sit and
rock back and forth for momentum. Before you know it, you’re surfing
through the air!

SNOWGLOW
TUBBS JUNIOR
SNOWGLOW SNO
W

SHOES

Take your little one along on a winter hike. MotionBright
LED lighting activates with each step, adding an element
of fun. Lightweight and sturdy. QuickLock2 bindings
offer a secure, snug fit and simple on and off. Tween 21”
version is designed to accommodate a narrower stance
and improve maneuverability.

saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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IMAGINE
				 it!

FO R T
IT
BUILDING K

G
N
I
D
L
I
BU

Quickly build snow forts, igloos,
sandcastles, walls and more. Plastic
molds make rectangular building bricks
from snow and sand.

HEDSTROM: SENSORY ST

EPPERZ

Helps kids develop balance, co-ordination and gross motor skills.
Great for indoor and outdoor play. Durable Stepperz can be rinsed
and ready to go for kids’ next hop, step and play adventure!

SUPER SAND DIGG

Physical
Literacy
Pick

ER

Move mountains of sand! Pivot, dump and scoop
like a real construction worker. Molded hand grips
are sized perfectly for little hands. Pivot seat allows
full 360-degree fun in the sand box or on the beach.
Sturdy, lightweight and portable.

K I D O: B I L I B

O

Bilibo’s unique form arouses curiosity, engages the
imagination and encourages creativity. Kids find
unlimited ways to play with Bilibos – using them to
rock, spin, hide, sit, tote and peek through. Bilibo
provides hours of fun, indoors and out: at home, at
the park, at the beach, in water, and even on snow.

CABIN FANTASY FORT
Build your dream fort with the easy to use Cabin
Fantasy Fort kit. With sturdy wood-look cardboard
panels and innovative double Velcro strips you can
build, rearrange and rebuild any fort you can imagine!

FURREAL WALKA

LOTS

What’s more fun than walking a pet?
Walking lots of them! Connectible system
lets kids walk one pet or their favorite
pack! These cuddly pets make real animal
sounds and funny noises, making the walk
feel that much more real!

BUBBLE

UBITREE: GIANT
BUBBLE WAND

Great outdoor family fun. Enhances imagination, decreases
stress and creates a carefree fun environment for all. Easily
make giant long-lasting bubbles with one swing of the wand.
Bubbles can get up to 20 feet long!

C R A Z Y FO R T S
Kids of all ages love building forts. Crazy Forts makes play easy
and fun! Simply connect the balls and sticks together to create
endless structures. Top off the fun with a bedsheet to create an
awesome fort where imaginations flourish!

R
E
R
O
L
P
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AMDVIBES: KIDS EXPLORER KIT
Get outside and discover nature with this 20-piece
nature kit. Perfect for discovering and learning about
the small creatures that inhabit our environment.
Collect, study and safely release the bugs, butterflies,
frogs and tadpoles you collect.
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Shopping LIST
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